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Introduction

The Best thing to realize is that you are who you are and you gotta work with What you got. Never try to fit someone else's perfect vision of you cause it is so hard to pretend to be someone that you’re not and when you do that and the truth comes out and reality kicks in you will realize all you truly had to be was yourself.
Chapter 1

Friends are like siblings we fight we got angry at each other and at the same time we annoy one another, but at the end of the day it's all love. That's if you're a true friend of course and you love that person for them and that person loves you for you and you're not trying to change each other. The secret to a Great long lasting friendship is to just create memories with that person and remember all the good and sweet moments you had with each other and don't ever sit down and dwell on the bad. I have two friends they have been friends with each for years they fight. They argue and then two minutes later is like shit never happen. And I Think that's very sweet and nice to see how much two longtime friends have so much love and admiration, and plus Respect for each other. And that is what we need to follow after.
Chapter 2

Never try to be someone else's Definition of Beautiful you have to Define Beautiful yourself. Try it your way and do it your way and if people think you’re crazy well at least your being you. Always be Grateful for what you have, don't dwell on what you don't have when you dwell on what you don't have you will find yourself with less. For the Young girls and Women out there you don't have to strip down to be recognized, you can be fully clothed and be Beautiful and seen. Don't ever follow somebody else trends set your Own. To say the truth the word Ugly Don't exist nobody is ugly if you have to define the meaning of Perfect the Definition of perfect is just Being Yourself.
Fear is not about being completely unafraid, Fear is about having doubts lots of them Fear is about living in spite of those things that scares you to Death. Be crazy yes, But be a crazy you. And for all you out there that feel the need to Hate on what I'm writing just know I'm looking at my phone like # Girl bye. If you are going to compare yourself to someone, compare yourself to a positive force a force that is going to lift you up, not a negative force that is going to bring you down don't ever put the blame on someone because other people is putting them on a pedestal. You can admire someone else's Beauty without Questioning your own and if you have people that stays hating just kill them with kindness or you can kill them with Blindness pretend you don't even see a asshole. When you look in the Mirror the only person opinion that should matter is your own.